
Welcome & Intro 

Thank you all for taking the time to be here. I know these trainings can make for a long day, and I know that some of 
you were in our Deacon meeting a couple of weeks ago after 3rd service, so I really do appreciate you making the 
effort to be here. We have a lot going one around Mosaic, and I know many of you are involved in multiple areas of 
serving, and that is why this is the last Quarterly Training we will be doing. As discussed at our last training, moving 
forward I will be sending out monthly leadership communications through email, video, or blog posts. The goal is to 
continue to equip and encourage you guys in smaller bite-sized trainings rather than larger quarterly trainings. So, 
that means when I send out those communications I really need you all to take notice and read, or watch whatever it 
is I’m sending because if I’m sending it it is because it’s something I feel is worth your time. 


We may need to have a one-off corporate training again once a year if we come to season or a series that gives us a 
chance to do a sort of campaign or group focus and we need to talk about what that is going to look like, but that will 
be the exception, not the rule moving forward. 


I am also working on the Community Group Orientation course that will hopefully serve as a training for new 
community group leaders that you can send people to when your groups get to a point where they are ready to 
launch. So, that’s what things will look like moving forward.


What I’d like to do with our time today is go over a few business items to make sure we are all on the same page and 
understanding some of the logistics behind our community group structure and then spend a chunk of time talking 
about our goal to establish a real discipleship focus in our groups this year. 


Community Groups S.O.P. 

First business item is that I have finally put together a Standard Operating Procedure for you guys (hand out SOP’s). 
On this sheet you will see step-by-step instructions, links and references for finding baby-sitters, requesting 
reimbursement for paying baby-sitters, how to help someone in your group if they have a benevolence need, or a 
counseling need, links to CCB how to videos, and steps to launching a new group. 


Elan asked me to put this together almost a year ago, sorry for the slow response to that, and I’m sure there is 
information I did not include on this that we will need to amend as we move forward. So, if there’s something you 
think should be included here then let me know and this will just be an ever changing and growing document. I’ll 
make a live, online version of this as well that you will be able to access whenever you need. 


One point in particular I want to point out, as Allison asked me to, is the reimbursement requests. Remember we will 
reimburse up to $35/sitter, and it would be really helpful if you could have those reimbursements turned in within a 
month of paying the sitters for our bookkeeping purposes. 


Any questions?


Process Queue Follow Up 

Alright, next item I want to briefly cover is how we follow up with people who submit a community group interest 
card. As you know we have a process queue team that is running like a well oiled machine for the most part. We 
could use another 2-3 people on that team to help things move a little more quickly, but for the most part from 
turning in an interest card to sending a person’s contact info to a group leader is happening within a 3 week period. 
But, here’s where we need to make an adjustment. We’ve had a few instances where contact info was sent to a 
group leader and an email was sent with an invitation, only to have never been read because the person’s 
communication preference was phone or text because they rarely check their email. 


Here’s how the process works:

Person turns in form - Joe adds person to queue - Brett follows up with group suggestions - person replies - Rachel 
sends contact info is sent to group leaders - group leaders invite to group - Brett follow up with group leader - 
Amanda follows up with person.


As you can see, if there person never gets the invite, the process breaks down. So, from now on, when I send the 
person to Rachel so she can get the contact info out to you guys I’m going to make sure Rachel know what their 
communication preference is and includes that with the contact info she sends to you. If you guys can then follow up 



with the person based on that preference that should help us to not miss those few people who have been getting 
missed. 


CG Coaches 
Now, one last housekeeping item before we talk about vision and focus for 2018. As you know over the last few 
years we have had our Regional Oversight Team in place to help you, the CG Leaders, with the direction and 
shepherding of your groups. We’ve tweaked that role a bit over the years as I continue to try to put something in 
place that you guys feel is helpful in your own leadership. Up to this point that Oversight role has been a bit like a 
manager role where the person overseeing your group would check in once a month, stop by your group every few 
months if possible to check on things, and that has helped our groups a bit with issues that have arisen in your 
groups and helping with the launch process with new groups. But, that role as it has been is not really accomplishing 
what I want it to so we’re going to kind of overhaul it a bit. What I believe would be most helpful, based on 
conversations I’ve had with many of you, is rather than someone in an oversight/manager role, is someone who’s 
operating more in a personal coaching role, more of a discipleship role. You guys are great leaders. For the most part 
you know how to lead your group and help people connect, but in the midst of those leadership responsibilities, at 
least I know this was true for Melissa and I over the 13 years that we lead our community group, is the personal toll 
that leadership takes on you and your family. Shepherding people is a weight of a responsibility. It’s a good weight, 
it’s a great weight, it’s what God has called us to, but when you’re serving in that capacity having someone manage 
you is not all that helpful. Having someone walk with you, care about you, speak encouragement into your soul, and 
coach you through the frustrations and the burnout, and the sorrow you feel at times, as well as celebrate with you 
and cheer you on in the joy you feel at times…that’s what is helpful. 


So, we’ve changed the title of this team from Regional Oversight to Group Coaches.  I’ve met with our current group 
of coaches and we’ve talked about what that would look like. And what it will look like is each coach focusing on 
anywhere from 1-4 groups, with the exception of Cori and I since we are both staff pastors and aren’t trying to 
manage a full time job in addition to coaching. That focus will be a focus of discipleship, walking alongside of you in 
your personal walk with Christ, your marriage, your thought life, to make sure that as a leader you are in a healthy 
and good place with Jesus. Yes, there will be talk about your community groups as that is part of what God has 
called you to, but it’s going to be more of a discipleship relationship than a managerial one. Does that make sense? 
Sound like that would be more helpful to you guys as you lead your groups?


(Hand out Coaching list) Here is the list of coaches and the group leaders I have assigned them. These are based 
on geographical convenience for the most part because it will just be easier to be consistent if people don’t have to 
drive all over the city to get together. So you should begin hearing from your coaches over the next few weeks as 
they begin to initiate these relationships, and you can get into a rhythm together. Some of you it may mean multiple 
leaders getting together with your coach at the same time, for some it may be one-on-one type get togethers, for 
some it may be a combination of those. I told the Coaches I did not want to give them a formula or some kind of set 
schedule because the focus here is on the relationship and relationship just can’t be programmed. My hope is that 
this role and these relationships will become some of your dearest relationships and that your coaches will become 
people you trust and look to as a benefit to your walk with Jesus. 


In your groups you will have discipleship groups (which we are about to talk about). The people in those D-Groups 
are hopefully reaching out to their friends and co-workers (so leading people in their sphere of influence), walking 
alongside one another as disciples, and following the leadership of their D-Group leader. So leading someone, 
walking alongside someone, and following the lead of someone. 


Those D-Group leaders are leading their D-Groups, walking with one another as part of the community group, and 
following the lead of their Community Group Leaders. 

You, as community group leaders, are leading your D-Group Leaders, walking alongside one another as, with in your 
regional group, you are following the lead of your coaches. 


The coaches are leading group leaders, walking alongside one another, and following the lead of the community 
group pastor (me). 


And I am leading our coaches, alongside our Lead Team on staff, following the lead of our Elders.


And our Elders are leading the Lead Team, walking with one another, following the lead of Jesus. 


You get the point. We want a culture where every person is leading someone in discipleship, walking with someone in 
discipleship, and letting someone else lead them in discipleship. Because here’s a biblical fact…being a disciple will 
always lead to making disciples, and making disciples will only happen when are being discipled.




This doesn’t mean the “Leader” has all the answers or is the ultimate authority, it just means their focus is on keeping 
the vision of discipleship at the center. The goal is not for us to become dependent on those who lead us, but to 
allow others to help us grow in our dependency on Jesus. 


Discipleship Groups 

And that is what the focus of our community groups is going to be in general for 2018, and probably beyond. And 
honestly, it’s what the focus has been in the past, but this year I would really like to see us all on the same page with 
regards to this strategy of discipleship. 


But first I want you to watch this clip: Sully plane crash


Probably the most amazing and miraculous emergency landing ever performed. And that clip doesn’t even show a 
hundred other little decisions he had to make in that short amount of time, like turning the plane so that they would 
hit the water in the direction the current was flowing rather than against it. You know not a single person on that 
plane suffered any kind of serious injury that day. Now, Captain Sullinger didn’t come up with that kind of response in 
the moment. No, his ability to stay calm, to think under pressure, to come up with the only possible solution to the 
problem started decades before those birds ever hit those engines. Day after day, year after year, Captain Sullinger 
did the little things. He studied, spent time in simulators, logged thousands of flight hours, when no one else was 
looking, he had gotten in a rhythm of consistently growing and learning and putting into practice what it takes to be 
the kind of pilot who can respond in a moment of crisis like that. And because Captain Sullinger was willing to make 
being a pilot part of his daily rhythm, because he was willing to adjust his life around that pursuit, hundreds of people 
are still alive today. 


His ability to respond in that moment was 2nd nature. 


I wanted to show you that clip and make that point because I think it paints a good picture of what we want to 
happen in our community groups this year and moving forward. We want discipleship to become 2nd nature, part of 
our daily rhythm, what we adjust our lives around because the reality is that moments of crisis, difficulties, hardships, 
are going to come and usually when we least expect it, and if we are not consistently growing in our pursuit and 
knowledge of Christ, in our relationships with one another, if we are not daily and weekly making the choice to pursue 
Christ then when those moments come we are not just going to figure it out in the moment. We, the people in our 
community groups, our friends, will look to someone or something to pull us out of those moments of crisis, the 
question is will it be 2nd nature to stand firm in Christ? Will we be able to do what others think it impossible and float 
above the very thing that others thought would tear us apart? I believe we can, and we will, if we will be intentional 
about making discipleship part of our daily lives and our relationships with the people in our community groups. 


This is our calling. Yes our core values are worship, community and mission. Yes, we want to be a multi-ethnic and 
multi-generational community. But, the point of all of that is because we want to follow Jesus, we want to be His 
disciples, and like I said earlier, being a disciple will always lead to making disciples. So, then let’s quickly take a look 
at some habits of healthy disciple making and the strategy we are trying to implement to both be disciples and make 
disciples at Mosaic.


I recently received this little sheet from The Verge Network that I thought was helpful (hand out). 


7 Habits of Highly Effective Disciple making


So the strategy is pretty simple. Help the people in your community group establish and connect in smaller groups of 
3-4 people on a regular basis for the purpose of getting into a rhythm of discipleship with one another. 


You can have people pair off you think 



